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PRICE LIST

Semi Permanent Make Up
Semi Permanent make up, also known as 
Micropigmentation (not to be confused with Microblading) 
is a revolutionary method of inserting small amounts of 
pigment into the dermal layer of the skin evenly. Previously 
only models, actors and celebrities had access to this art 
of natural enhancement, but overtime it has become more 
affordable. Classed as ‘make up of the future’ once you’ve 
completed your treatment you will understand why.

Simulated Hairstoke Eyebrows £275.00

Fuller, Defined Lip Line & Blush £350.00

Eyeliner, Top Or Bottom £250.00

Eyeliner Top & Bottom £350.00

12-18 Month, Colour Boost £100.00

18-24 Month, Colour Boost £150.00

After 24 months of  no colour boost, a new treatment will be required.

Other Treatments Available

Ear Piercing, Inc. Earrings & Aftercare Solution £30.00

Clinicare Chemical Peels
Cutting Edge cosmeceutical  formula

The chemical peel is one of the oldest cosmetic procedures in 
the world. Today chemical peels are among the most popular 
and widely recognised methods of improving the health and 
appearance of skin by removing dead skin cells and encouraging 
new ones to grow. Chemical peel depth can range from very 
superficial to deep, although several light depth peels can often 
achieve similar results to one deeper peel treatment, with less 
risk and shorter recovery time.For best results a course of 3 is 
recommended.

Clinicare superficial peels contain a mixture of Glycolic, Lactic 
and Salicylic Acids to remove the upper layer of the epidermis 
encouraging regeneration and rejuvenation of new skin cells. 
The result is the improved clinical appearance of skin with 
fewer fine lines, a brighter complexion, improved skin tone and 
a more youthful appearance. The Clinicare peels come in 3 
targeted ranges for specific skin indications and are extremely 
well tolerated with minimum side effects. Your consultation will 
determine which peel is suitable for your skin type.

Peel Including Gold Collagen Hydrating Mask,  £45.00 
With Vibration Massage To Enhance The  
Absorption Of Properties

Course Of 3 Peels  £120.00

Dermaplaning
Dermaplaning is the newest and fastest growing skin 
treatment in the world! A simple and safe manual 
exfoliation technique used to remove dead skin cells, vellus 
hair (peach fuzz) and surface debris from the epidermis to 
achieve a smooth and glowing complexion.

Using a medical grade scalpel, the surface of the skin is gently 
scraped using light strokes to remove the top layer of dead skin cell.

Dermaplaning is particularly effective on those with dry or 
rough skin texture as it can produce a smooth and clearer 
complexion. It is also recommended to minimize superficial 
acne scarring, minor scars, uneven skin tone, large pores, fine 
lines and excess facial hair.The more mature skin which tends 
to have a build-up of dead cells as cellular turnover slows down 
with age benefit greateley from dermaplaning.

Dermaplane Facial With Gold Hydrating Mask £35.00

Dermaplaning Facial With Instant Peel And  £45.00 
Gold Hydrating Mask

Gift Vouchers
An ideal present for Birthdays, Christmas, Mothers Day 

or just to say Thank You and show you care. They are valid 
for 6 months and can be obtained either at reception or by 

telephone.

Cancellation Policy
24 hours notice prior to any treatment is required or a  

£10 charge per hour will apply. Appointments repeatedly  
missed may require a 50% deposit.

Visit our trade website
Millennium Nails also has a Trade-Only wholesale 

department and  Website: 

www.nailsandbeautyuk.co.uk

www.millenniumnailsliverpool.co.uk



Artificial Nail Enhancements
New Set Permanent French  £45.00

New Set with Gel Polish £42.00

New Set fully Bespoke Nails £55.00

Infill £25.00

Infill, 4 Weeks £27.50

Infill with Gel Polish £35.00

Rewhite – Rebalance £37.50

Repair £3.50

Additional Breakage on infill appointment £1.50 
(First One Free)

Removal of Enhancement and Mini Manicure £15.00

Removal of enhancements before a new set  £5.00 
on same day

Nail Art
Basic art  from £2.50

Advanced art     from £5.00

Shellac / Gel Polish
14-21 day colour or French Polish that is instantly dry, 
won’t chip, scratch or lose shine. Will also give natural 
nails that little extra strength.

Full Colour Gel Polish £25.00

Gel Polish with Builder Gel £30.00

Gel Polish Toes £22.00

Toes Added to any other Nail Treatment £19.50

Hand Treatments
A luxury citrus based Spa Manicure which will leave your 
hands and arms feeling soft and smooth, looking radiant 
and smelling delicious. Includes hand, nail diagnosis, file 
& buffing of the nails, cuticle treatment work, hand and 
arm exfoliation, massage & heated mitts.

Luxury Spa Manicure With Polish £27.50

Luxury Spa Manicure With Gel Polish £35.00

File & Polish £15.00

File & French Polish £20.00

Foot Treatments
All feet are born beautiful, then life takes it’s toll. Luxury 
Spa Pedicure is paradise for your feet. Includes detox 
soak, cuticle work, exfoliation, hydrating mask in heated 
boots, then a relaxing foot & leg massage, Heaven!

Luxury Spa Pedicure, Inc. Polish    1 hour  £35.00

Luxury Spa Pedicure, Inc. Gel Polish  1hr 30 £45.00

File & Polish £15.00

File & French Polish £20.00

Callus Peel Treatment
Callus Peel is a professional only treatment to remove 
dead and hard skin effortlessly. The medical ingredients 
penetrate and ‘melt’ those uncomfortable rough, hard 
patches leaving feet as smooth and soft as a babies bum.

Callus Peal, Inc. Gel Polish 45min £35.00

Callus Peel & Luxury Spa Pedicure, Inc Polish  1hr £40.00

Callus Peel & Luxury Spa Pedicure,  
Inc. Gel Polish 1hr 30 £50.00

Waxing
Half Leg £15.00

Full Leg £20.00

Lip Or Chin £4.50

Lip & Chin £8.00

Underarm £12.00

Mens Back/Chest  From £15.00

Nasal Hair £5.00

Bikini Menu
Here at Millennium we use Hot wax on the bikini area 
because of its Unique and almost pain free properties 
which allow the hygienic and effective removal of almost 
99% of hair from the root.

Bikini Line £15.00 
(Hair removed from around the knicker line)

Extended Bikini Line  £20.00 
(hair removed from around the high led knicker line)

Bikini Menu Continued
Brazilian £25.00 
(hair removed from the pubic area leaving a 2-5cm strip  
over the pubic bone)

Hollywood  £35.00 
(complete hair removal from pubic and anal area) 

Eye Treatments
Skin sensitivity test for tinting must be carried out before 
your first appointment.

Eyebrow Shape £7.50

Eyelash Tint £8.50

Eyebrow Tint £7.00

Lash & Brow Tint £14.00

Brow Shape & Tint £13.50

Eyelash Extensions
Ardell Strip Lash £10.00

Weekend Party Lash £15.00

Express 3d Lash £25.00

Semi Permanent  Individual Lashes 

 Classic And Hybrid £40.00

 Russian £50.00

Infill Of 3d Lashes 

 Half An Hour £25.00

 45 Min £30.00

 1 Hour £35.00

Removal Of 3d Lashes £10.00

i-lift Lash Treatment
A treatment for natural lashes that straightens the lashes 
upwards, giving the appearance of longer, thicker, darker 
lashes. Ideal for someone that doesn’t like the look or feel 
of extensions or just wants to look like you always have 
your mascara on.

I-Lift Inc Upper And Lower Tint £35.00


